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University of Michigan

● Looking to grow in PL/SE over next few years

● Have your senior PhD students contact me



“Understanding Understanding 
Source Code” (ICSE 2014)

● Described an fMRI study framework for SE
● Found five brain regions associated with code 

comprehension
● Encouraged future fMRI+SE research



“Understanding Understanding 
Source Code” (ICSE 2014)

● Described an fMRI study framework for SE
● Found five brain regions associated with code 

comprehension
● Encouraged future fMRI+SE research
● Today: Understanding 'Understanding 

Understanding Source Code' ?



Special Note – This Talk

● Advertisement for the paper
● Elide analysis details for time
● Confidence in results

● Motivation and Background
● Experiment and Results

● Call to Arms
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Expertise
● Individual differences in programming and 

debugging time, as well as program efficiency, 
can vary up to 28:1

● Novices and experts solve physics problems 
with different efficiency and categorize them 
differently

● Medical imaging studies have found neural 
correlates of expertise/learning in golf, 
juggling, London taxi navigation, etc.
● Could this apply to CS?
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Functional Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging (fMRI)

● Noninvasive way to study the neurobiological 
substrates of cognitive functions in vivo

● Which parts of the brain are in use?
● Your brain needs energy but does not store it
● So can track where oxygen is consumed

● Oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin have 
different magnetic properties that can be detected

● Millimeter scale (>> EEG or PET, etc.)
● Blood-oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signal 
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A Study in Contrasts

● A subject might be doing multiple things
● e.g., reading code and being nervous

● How can we tell if an observed pattern of 
activation corresponds to one activity?

● Experimental design and control
● Task A = “reading code + nervous + ...”
● Task B = “reading prose + nervous + ...”

● The contrast A-B shows patterns of brain 
activation that vary between the stimuli/tasks
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High-Level Question

Is reading code more like 
doing math or more like 

reading prose?
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Code Review and Comprehension

● Developers spend more time understanding 
and comprehending code than any other 
activity
● NASA: understanding > correctness for reuse

● Code review is a de facto standard
● “Should we accept this commented patch?”
● Mandated in Facebook, Google, etc.
● One of the most effective techniques in software 

development
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Experimental Design: 3 Tasks

● Code Comprehension
● Code Review (top 100 GitHub repos)
● Prose Review (College Board SAT, etc.)
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Experiment Setup and Data

● 29 grads and undergrads (38% women)
● Right-handed, native English speakers, corrected-

to-normal vision, IRB-HSR #18420, etc. 

● Placed in fMRI, computer projection displayed 
via mirror

● A single participant completing four 11-minute 
runs produces 399,344,400 floating point 
numbers of data (153,594 voxels × 650 
volumes × 4 runs)
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Dead Fish and Software Bugs
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Results: Mind Reading
● We can classify which task a participant is 

undertaking based solely on brain activity
● Balanced accuracy 79%, p < .001

● These results suggest that Code Review, Code 
Comprehension, and Prose Review all have 
largely distinct neural representations
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Results: Can we relate tasks to 
brain regions?

● Near-perfect correspondence: r=0.99, p<.001

● A wide swath of prefrontal regions known to be 
involved in higher-order cognition (executive control, 
decision-making, language, conflict monitoring, etc.) 
were highly weighted

● Activity in those areas strongly drove the 
distinction between code and prose processing
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Results: Can we relate expertise to 
classification accuracy?

● “Expertise” = (CS GPA) * (CS Credits Taken)
● How accurately our model distinguishes 

between Code Comprehension and Prose 
significantly predicted expertise (r = -0.44, 
p=0.016)

● The inverse relationship between accuracy and 
expertise suggests that, as one develops more 
skill in coding, the neural representations of 
code and prose are less differentiable. That is, 
programming languages are treated more like 
natural languages with greater expertise.
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Costs and Reproducible Research

● Easy: recruiting
● Medium: equipment cost ($500/hour)
● Hard: IRB, HIPAA, experimental design
● All datasets and materials available online

● Including IRB protocol application, recruitment 
materials, screening forms, training videos, visual 
stimuli, etc.

● http://dijkstra.cs.virginia.edu/fmri/ 

http://dijkstra.cs.virginia.edu/fmri/
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Future Studies

● Social relationships (boss over shoulder)
● Patch provenance (cheating) 
● Industrial expertise (replicate protocol)
● Writing code (fMRI-safe keyboard)
● Transcranial magnetic stimulation (read-write)

● Does any of this sound interesting? … 
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Call To Arms

● By what mechanism do humans experience 
consciousness?
● “Extending the human subjective experience of 

consciousness over time” is a most important 
problem: “NP-Hard” in the sense that solving it 
would allow us to solve others. Is it solvable?

● I have funding and am looking for collaborators
● Come talk to me
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Conclusion

● These studies are still exploratory
● The area is wide open for future work

● Neural representations of programming and 
natural languages are distinct

● Our classifiers distinguish them based solely on 
brain activity
● The same brain locations distinguish these tasks

● Greater expertise accompanies a less-
differentiated neural representation
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Bonus Slides
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Medical Imaging and CS
Future Potential

● Replace unreliable self-reporting
● Inform pedagogy
● Retrain aging engineers
● Guide technology transfer
● Understand expertise
● Foundational, fundamental understanding
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Preprocessing and Overfitting
● A significant challenge in fMRI analysis is 

processing the data correctly
● We cannot naively build a model from 150,000 

features and 100 labeled instances
● Align and unwarp data, coregistered with a high-

resolution anatomical scan, generalized linear 
models, high pass filters, robust weighted least 
squares, multivariate Gaussian process classification, 
feature selection via Automated Anatomical Labeling 
atlas, kernel function, expectation propagation …
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Taxi Driver Study

“We found that compared with bus drivers, 
taxi drivers had greater gray matter volume in 
mid-posterior hippocampi and less volume in 
anterior hippocampi. Furthermore, years of 
navigation experience correlated with 
hippocampal gray matter volume only in taxi 
drivers, with right posterior gray matter 
volume increasing and anterior volume 
decreasing with more navigation experience.”
● Maguire et al., London taxi drivers and bus drivers: 

a structural MRI and neuropsychological analysis.
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